SB900 INDOOR CYCLE TRAINER

We'll Move You

The SOLE SB900 elevates the workout experience for both the indoor and outdoor cyclist. SOLE
combined the needs of both types of users to design a comfortable, affordable cycle providing the
ultimate exercise experience in their own home or in a light commercial setting. The SOLE SB900
was designed to allow each user to find the right position for a comfortable workout, while the sturdy
frame, and heavy weight flywheel ensure a smooth and quiet ride.

SB900 INDOOR CYCLE TRAINER
• Whisper quiet magnetic resistance provides smooth transitions
• LCD screen provides ‘realtime’ feedback displaying time, speed, distance, calories, pulse, average and RPM
• Fully adjustable up/down, fore/aft racing style seat and handlebars
• 48 lb/22 kg chrome plated heavy duty flywheel
• Deluxe pedals equipped with toe clips and SPD technology
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Transport wheels

CONSOLE FEATURES
At SOLE Fitness, we’ve focused on the details, like a more-informative LCD screen which clearly displays the stats of your workout.

SB900

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Console

Large, single window wireless display console with blue backlit LCD screen

Heart Rate

Built in receiver, chest strap transmitter not included

Resistance

Precise manually adjustable tension with emergency stop

Drive Train

Belt drive

Flywheel

48 lb/22 kg chrome plated heavy duty flywheel

Seat

Racing style dual tone seat is fully adjustable—up/down, fore/aft— for perfect cycling positioning

Foot Pedals

Deluxe pedals equipped with toe clips and SPD technology

Frame

Heavy-duty steel frame

Handlebar

Deluxe racing style handlebars with up/down, fore/aft adjustments

Transport

Durable transport wheels with levelling system for stability

Max User Weight

300 lb/136 kg

Dimensions

42" x 21" x 40"/107 cm x 54 cm x 102 cm, 135Ib/61kg

Packaging

42" x 10" x 41"/107 cm x 25 cm x 103 cm, 146 lb/66 kg, 9.73 cu. ft.

UPC

6 93315 67900 1

WARRANTY INFORMATION Residential Warranty: Frame: Lifetime, Parts: 3 years, Labour: 1 year
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